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A.
' IIe_EgIggSeg_!9. r . 
"r9g!,
deploring the fact that the European Commission has seen
fit to reject the opinion of the European parliament aEl
expressed in the Beumer Report on cigarette tax harmonization
(Doc. L-789/82) adopted on L4 Decenber 1982,
drawing attention to the fact that Parliament's opinion
was given onry after the most extensive consideration both
in the Committee for Economic and Monetary Affairs and
in Prenary session and was adopted by a substantiar majority
in the Parliament,
further drawing attention to the fact that parliamentrs
opinion is in line with that of the Economic and Social
committee, conforms with the spirit of a number of recent
judgements in the European court of Justice, and is supported
by a major economii analysis recently undertaken by an
independent body,
regretting that the European Comnission chose to give an
explanation of its position by releasing a summary of a
Ietter dated 28 March 1983, from the Commission to the
President of the Parliament to the magazine tEuropean Report'
which publi.shed this summary in its edition no. 942 dated
1 April 1983 i.e. before the president of the parriament
had seen the Ietter; further regrets that, in view of
the institutionar importance of the communication, a menber
of the commission did not request to appear before the
Parliament at the earliest opportunity to convey this decision,
further pointing out that the letter and its sumnary contain
a number of non-sequiturs and misleading statements, e.g.
- 
that the first two stages of cigarette tax harmonization
have had very limited effects; in fact they have dramat-
ically changed the structure of the cigarette manufacturing
industry in at least two Member States
B.
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- 
that the fiscar murtiplier for most consumer goods,
excepting tobacco, falls generally between L.1 and 2.5;
in fact most,consumer products, excepting tobacco have
fiscar multipliers which falr. between 1.0 and L.4,
F' believing that the third stage of cigarette tax harmonization
cannot be introduced, as the European commission desires, when
one Member State has not introduced the second stage and shows
no sign of doing so;
1. Once again calls upon the European Commission to withdraw the
draft directive;
2. rnstructs its president to forward this resorution to the
Council and to the Commission.'
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